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TIFR students make a breakthrough in random sampling
At the recently concluded 52nd annual ACM Symposium on�eory of Computing (STOC
2020), a paper authored by TIFR students, Siddharth Bhandari (R) and Sayantan Chakraborty
(L), was adjudged the best student paper. �is is the �rst time that a paper authored by
students at an Indian university has received this honour at the symposium.

In their paper, “Improved Bounds for Perfect Sam-
pling of k-Colorings in Graphs,” which was adjudged
the Danny Lewin best student paper at the 52nd ACM
Symposium on �eory of Computing 2020, Siddharth
Bhandari and Sayantan Chakraborty, graduate stu-
dents at the School of Technology and Computer Sci-
ence at TIFR, describe an e�cient algorithm for ran-
domly colouring the nodes of a network with signi�-
cantly fewer colours than was possible earlier.

�e problemBhandari and Chakraborty study is age-
old. Say you are given a map of the world and are asked to colour it so that adjacent countries
receive di�erent colours. To keep the costs down, you must choose your colours from a list of
twenty well-contrasted colours. Now, there are many ways to colour the map. If one of these
colourings is chosen at random, India is equally likely to receive any of the twenty colours. How
likely is it that India and Laos receive the same colour? How likely is it that the entire continent
of Africa is coloured using just �ve colours? �e number of possible colourings is too numerous
to enumerate and precisely compute such statistics about colours assigned to di�erent parts of
the map.

It is possible, however, to �nd good approximations for these quantities using computer sim-
ulations. Computers have been employed in simulations of random arrangements since the very
beginning; it was realized in the late 1980s, that general procedures exist for random sampling for
a variety of problems. Many of thesemethods useMarkov chains, a revolutionary concept studied
more than a century ago by the pugnacious Russian mathematician A. A. Markov, who applied
these chains to understand the pa�ern of vowels and consonants in Pushkin’s poetry. �e ideas
underlying Markov’s study now play a central role in the application of probability theory in
areas such as internet search, signal processing, evolutionary biology, speech recognition, game
theory, weather forecasting, and statistical physics.

Bhandari and Chakraborty discovered a way to deploy a Markov chain based on Glauber
dynamics (an idea that originated in physics) for generating a random colouring of networks. In
the context of the map it amounts to the following: start with any valid colouring, then choose
a country at random and assign it a colour at random, taking care to avoid any colour currently
being used for a neighbouring country. It is known that if one keeps doing this long enough, the

https://www.americanscientist.org/article/first-links-in-the-markov-chain


resulting colouring will be almost equally likely to be any valid colouring of the map. �is line
of research only yields approximate samples which, though o�en practically su�cient for the
kind of applications outlined above, are not not mathematically satisfactory. An ideal sampling
algorithm will be one that can produce a perfectly uniformly random sample from the set of all
possible valid colourings of the world map. Building on earlier works of Propp andWilson (1996)
and Huber (1998), the new work shows how colourings can be sampled perfectly if the the list of
colours is at least 3 times the maximum number of other countries any country shares a border
with.

�e map colouring problem is a special case of a problem about assigning colours to nodes
of a network in such a way that two adjacent nodes receive di�erent colours. If each node is
connected to at most ∆ others and a list of 3∆ colours is available, the e�cient randomized al-
gorithm of Bhandari and Chakraborty will produce a valid colouring perfectly uniformly (with
no error). Previous e�cient algorithms for perfect sampling required the list to have about ∆2

colours. By requiring only a linear, instead of a quadratic, number of colours in the list, this work
makes a signi�cant breakthrough for a problem that had resisted several such a�empts for over
two decades.

Paper: Siddharth Bhandari, Sayantan Chakraborty: Improved bounds for perfect sampling of k-
colorings in graphs. ACM Symposium on�eory of Computing 2020: 631-642 (Winner of Danny
Lewin Best Student Paper Award).
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